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The MPCA…

Working to protect and improve our 
environment and enhance human health.
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BPA on thermal paper in the news
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Presenter
Presentation Notes




How does thermal paper work?
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Science News



Is it thermal paper or bond paper?
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Project approach

EPA Grant 
Hospitality sector
Tested papers
Assistance with switch to digital 

receipts
Exploration of other strategies
Voluntary, pollution prevention 

approach
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How many of you have heard anything about the Agency’s BPA in Thermal Paper Project?In short, Bisphenol A is one of the highest production chemicals in the US, at 8 billion pounds, it is an endocrine active compound – it can mimic estrogen – and it is listed on the MDH list of 9 Priority Chemicals David referred to earlier. It has impacts on aquatic life, and is being studied for exposure/impact in humans – exposure in retail workers, and possible links to diabetes, obesity and attention disorders. The MPCA is charged with reducing those chemicals. As mentioned on David’s earlier slide, in 2009 the state banned it from baby bottles and sippy cups; a ban on BPA in children’s food packaging is under consideration at the Legislature this session. In 2010, an NGO tested some store receipts and found high levels of BPA, which is used as the chemical developer in thermal papers. The printing appears when the paper is heated.  It came to our attention when a Coon Rapids staffer called and asked if there would be BPA in recycled papers as a result. So conversations began with Paul’s unit and David’s unit, with MDH, and with the EPA, we did some preliminary investigating and the project took shape. Initially we thought we would be promoting “BPA-free” papers, but we found there was no clear alternative with less hazard, so we opted for the digital, which has the additional benefit of reducing paper use (paper being very water and energy resource intensive.) It had all the marks of a project with potential:  a combined environment and human health connection, a very clear action step, measurable (or at least estimable) outcomes and it would mean riding the wave of a trend to digital receipts that many businesses were already taking for other reasons (not having to make the wave). We were awarded an EPA grant for the project that has resulted.  In short, the MPCA is running a voluntary assistance program using several tools.Recruiting interested businesses who commit to making a switch to digital receiptsGathering baseline data on paper and its BPA content (testing some papers as needed)Helping them switch to a point of sale system that works for them (mini-grants)Documenting estimated BPA reductions from the switch, using case studies from businesses to encourage other businesses to make the change. It’s gotten good media coverage on MPR, Channel 5, and several other regional TV stations. 



Why not regulate “BPA-free”?

“To every problem there is a solution that is 
simple, clean, and wrong.” -HL Menken

 Regrettable substitutions
 “BPA-free” does not mean “safer”
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Meet the cousin
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Micrograms per cm2 of BPA and BPS in 
tested samples of thermal paper
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Bisphenol A (BPA)

13.5 billion pounds per year globally
Used in polycarbonate plastic, epoxy resins, 

specialty coatings
Present in almost all of us
Present in Minnesota surface waters
Degrades quickly, but is “pseudo-persistent”.
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BPA impacts

Affects health of humans and aquatic life.
Endocrine active – mimics estrogen.
Linked to obesity, proliferation of breast 

cancer cells, attention and other develop-
mental issues, early onset of puberty. 
 In aquatic species, reduces ability to 

reproduce (ex. feminization of males.)
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BPA

Minnesota Priority Chemical
California Prop 65 list as female toxicant 

(2015)
EPA considering rulemaking to add BPA to 

Concern List: unreasonable risk of injury to the 
environment.
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What we know

Cashiers have more BPA in blood and urine.
Unbound on receipts, 1-2% by weight
Easily transferred to skin and absorbed.
Transfer and uptake are facilitated by 

moisture, alcohol sanitizers, lotions, grease.
10-60% of BPA on hands will be absorbed.
 Less chemical on unprinted side
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How much is there. Whether it matters.In another 2012 study Kannan and colleagues analyzed 16 types of paper and estimated that receipt paper accounted for more than 88% of human BPS exposure from handling papers.6 (Liao C, et al. Bisphenol S, a new bisphenol analogue in paper products and currency bills and its association with bisphenol A residues. Environ Sci Technol 46(12):6515–6522 (2012); http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/es300876n.)



What we don’t know

Dose and timing interactions
 Low dose vs. higher doses
 Accumulated doses
 Dose timing
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Actual exposure. Whether it matters.
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Alternatives and actions?
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How many of you have heard anything about the Agency’s BPA in Thermal Paper Project?In short, Bisphenol A is one of the highest production chemicals in the US, at 8 billion pounds, it is an endocrine active compound – it can mimic estrogen – and it is listed on the MDH list of 9 Priority Chemicals David referred to earlier. It has impacts on aquatic life, and is being studied for exposure/impact in humans – exposure in retail workers, and possible links to diabetes, obesity and attention disorders. The MPCA is charged with reducing those chemicals. As mentioned on David’s earlier slide, in 2009 the state banned it from baby bottles and sippy cups; a ban on BPA in children’s food packaging is under consideration at the Legislature this session. In 2010, an NGO tested some store receipts and found high levels of BPA, which is used as the chemical developer in thermal papers. The printing appears when the paper is heated.  It came to our attention when a Coon Rapids staffer called and asked if there would be BPA in recycled papers as a result. So conversations began with Paul’s unit and David’s unit, with MDH, and with the EPA, we did some preliminary investigating and the project took shape. Initially we thought we would be promoting “BPA-free” papers, but we found there was no clear alternative with less hazard, so we opted for the digital, which has the additional benefit of reducing paper use (paper being very water and energy resource intensive.) It had all the marks of a project with potential:  a combined environment and human health connection, a very clear action step, measurable (or at least estimable) outcomes and it would mean riding the wave of a trend to digital receipts that many businesses were already taking for other reasons (not having to make the wave). We were awarded an EPA grant for the project that has resulted.  In short, the MPCA is running a voluntary assistance program using several tools.Recruiting interested businesses who commit to making a switch to digital receiptsGathering baseline data on paper and its BPA content (testing some papers as needed)Helping them switch to a point of sale system that works for them (mini-grants)Documenting estimated BPA reductions from the switch, using case studies from businesses to encourage other businesses to make the change. It’s gotten good media coverage on MPR, Channel 5, and several other regional TV stations. 



Jolene Parker
Customer Service 

Manager

Linden Hills Co-op
Minneapolis, MN

612-922-1159 store
612-279-2470 office
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Steps employees can take

 Minimize handling of thermal receipts. 
 Minimize friction/wipe action, crumpling
 Handle with just two fingers
 Minimize grip pressure
 No moisture, grease, lotion, alcohol-based 

cleaners

 Fold printed side in

 Wash hands before eating
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Steps businesses can take

 Ask “Do you want your receipt?”  don’t print 
unwanted receipts (8-37% reduction)

 Don’t print merchant copies if kept electronically 
(~50% reduction)

 Switch to e-receipt system (18 - 90% reduction)
 Shorten receipts (paper reduction but no 

occupational exposure reduction)
 Double-sided thermal paper (no chemical reduction; 

40-50% less paper)
 Switch to a non-phenol paper (99.9% chemical 

reduction; little or no paper reduction)
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Small retail results

8 businesses: 
7,300 pounds of paper
109 pounds of BPA/BPS reduced 
10-30% reduction

14 additional project partners could reduce 
1,052 – 3,155 pounds of paper
12-36 pounds of chemical use
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Large retail and beyond

Best Buy – over 7,000 lbs chemcial reduction 
with change in paper

MPCA estimates 
US thermal paper use ~146,000 tons annually. 
10-30% paper reduction:
 14,600 – 43,800 tons less paper
 219-657 tons less endocrine-active chemical use 
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One unpublished case study showed 7,358 pound reduction (3.5 tons)
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There is potential for pollution prevention 
through active promotion of strategies for using 

less thermal receipt paper



www.pca.state.mn.us/receipts
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/btyafkml4fu7uoz
/Screenshot%202014-04-10%2022.14.02.png

http://www.pca.state.mn.us/receipts


Thank you!

Madalyn Cioci
651-757-2276
madalyn.cioci@state.mn.us

Thermal Paper Project www.pca.state.mn.us/receipts
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